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is recalled—the feeling of dejection in the clumsy work one
did, the impulse to cry.1
Secondly, as more experiences crowd in on the growing
child, his first rapturous and comparatively simple im-
pressions give way to more complex and, as he observes
more often and more clearly, his images alter accordingly.
Thus on first noticing a bus the rapture of hearing the horn
might be so great that nothing else was noticed and for
the child the bus was the horn. When he plays at buses
all he will deske is to make what he imagines to be the
sound of the horn. Later he observes the man who uses
the horn sits in a closed-in place and he will insist on sitting
in a similar place. When he has played out to the full the
idea of a bus he may lose interest in it altogether or he may
carry on his discoveries—add a brake, wheels, seats for
passengers, admit a friend to be conductor and even make
a number plate.
As the same child learns to read and gains more freedom
of action his experiences are proportionately more numerous
and more varied, though not necessarily more vivid; so
too, his plans will change and it may be that instead of
desiring to make a bus it will be a book he wants to make
or an examination he desires to pass. The process, how-
ever, is the same—he shapes his future conduct on Ms past
experience and the stuff out of which he makes his vision
is imagery in one of its many forms.
types of imaginative behaviour
There is a tendency to consider imagination as a gift
with which certain outstanding people like artists,
musicians, the type of scientist who is in the public eye,
are endowed and to assume that the rest of us are ordinary,
1 The ordinary reader should constantly test all psychological
theories by introspection, and for the teacher this method is doubly
important, ior it helps "htm to understand children.

